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Abstra t
Forth oming te hnology su h as single- hip RISC/FPGA ombinations make hardware ompilation, fast
prototyping, and FPGA repla ement of ASICs all more likely. FPGAs have made a software-oriented approa h to digital design feasible. This paper reviews remaining obsta les to this approa h. The trade-o s
between use of an HDL and a `C'-variant, Handel-C, for logi synthesis are onsidered parti ularly in regard to programmability and the overall design pro ess. A simple example in a likely appli ation area,
simulation/emulation of tele ommuni ations swit hes, serves to illustrate the analysis.

1 Introdu tion
A shortage of hardware hip designers alongside a redu tion of produ t life-time to within six months makes
it worth onsidering whether software engineers, with limited ba kground knowledge of the underlying hardware, ould still parti ipate in the high-level design pro ess. For general-purpose omputers the answer of
ourse is yes, but for the hardware family that originated in the programmable logi devi e (PLD) [1℄ and
has now en ompassed omplex eld programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [2℄ the answer has until re ently
been no, prin ipally be ause urrent software CAD tools do not suÆ iently abstra t from the hardware. FPGAs were originally thought of simply as weakly-programmable `glue' logi , and CAD tools were designed
bottom-up to support the hardware design pro ess. Currently available devi es have apa ities of the order
of a million system gates [3℄ however, and thus are potentially apable of dire tly implementing signi ant
embedded appli ations. Therefore, resear h into hardware or sili on ompilers whi h will seamlessly ompile
an algorithmi des ription dire tly into a layout [4℄ remains important, parti ularly if the ompiler is ompatible with existing software engineering pra ti e, and an integrate into the high-level design pro esses whi h
ommen e prior to the oding stage. Hardware ompilation has the potential to remove an intermediate level
of ir uit design, represented by hardware languages su h as VHDL and Verilog, in favour of abstra ting
away from low-level ir uit implementation.
Preserving a verti al design pro ess allows a seamless progression [5℄ from spe i ation to implementation. Lower levels of FPGA design are largely automated so it is in the transition from spe i ation to HDL
program where the weakness lies and where it is possible to iterate between spe i ation and ir uit omponents des ription (netlist) if C were to be used. While traditional te hniques of Boolean algebra optimizing
ombinational logi

an still take pla e, there is the possibility of rst optimizing the spe i ation by om-

piler for rea tive programs, by redu tion to a normal form [6℄. All the higher-level parts of an FPGA design
prototype [7℄ might be a omplished by software engineers with the design onstrained by y le-a urate
simulation before passing to the automated parts.
The term `prototyping' is not yet xed in the omputer s ien e ommunity. Some understand the term
to imply development of a `qui k and dirty' solution to gain insight or as a feasibility study, and thereafter
start again from s rat h for the `real thing'. A newer interpretation is the initial development of a ore
(the prototype), whi h, thereafter, is extended with se ondary features, but always remains part of the
entire system. FPGAs embody useful aspe ts of the former hardware-oriented interpretation (as FPGAs
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an model ir uitry whi h at a later stage may be transferred to a hip), while retaining s ope for the latter
interpretation, hen e supporting reuse of the software prototype.
To test the aforementioned hypothesis, a prototype Asyn hronous Transfer Mode (ATM) swit h originally designed in VHDL has been re oded through a C-variant, Handel [8℄, whi h in ludes additions and
subtra tions from true C. Work reported in this paper is not onne ted with the originators of Handel or
the later Handel-C and onstitutes a user test from a software designer's perspe tive. Though a ommer ial
produ t, Handel-C v. 2.1 [9℄, is lose in time to its a ademi pre ursor. Later versions of Handel-C may be
onstrained by the exigen ies of the marketpla e.

2 Ba kground
2.1 FPGAs
The di hotomy between the ready programmability of general-purpose pro essors and the relative ina essibility of other programmable devi es has been highlighted by the re ent development on the same sili on
die of RISC pro essor/FPGA ombination hips, for example Chameleon Systems CS2112 [10℄, intended for
proto ol pro essing on mobile stations, or the NAPA100 from National Semi ondu tor [11℄, aimed at appliations in aerospa e. Current lo k speeds for isolated FPGAs of 100-300 MHz limit their ompetitiveness
ompared with appli ation spe i

integrated ir uits (ASICs) in the high-volume onsumer marketpla e.

However, for small volume appli ations and prototyping, a low- ost FPGA may be the preferred solution.
For example, FPGAs are attra tive in large-s ale target-tra king radar systems. The FPGA employs negrained parallelism whi h omplements the RISC and obviates the slower lo k speed (rather as the SIMD
DAP was used as an a elerator to ICL mainframes [12, pp. 290-301℄) and also has the advantage of o ering
eÆ ient, variable data widths [13℄, unlike word-oriented general-purpose pro essors.
There are two main types of FPGA ar hite ture [7, 14℄. One is based on look-up tables (LUTs), and
the other is based on multiplexers. LUT devi es implemented as stati RAM (SRAM) [15℄ are parti ularly favourable for dynami re on gurability as a bitstream an be inje ted onto the FPGA from the host
pro essor. Handel-C is ompatible1 with older, low- ost Xilinx devi es and the newer, high-density devi es,
1 Typi

ally, some settings are made in a header le for parti ular devi es. While Handel-C outputs in Xilinx proprietary

netlist format, it an also output in EDIF (Ele troni Design Inter hange Format), the industry-standard format.
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in luding the Virtex family,2 as well as devi es from Altera.3 , whi h are also all SRAM-based devi es.4 Xilinx
devi es have a low-skew, global lo k whi h mat hes the ompletely syn hronous Handel-C model. (Xilinx
produ ts also in lude the multiplexer-oriented 6200.)
Xilinx LUT-based FPGAs ontain an array of Con gurable Logi Blo ks (CLBs) onne ted to routing
wires, whi h in turn are onne ted to other routing wires by `swit h boxes'. Ea h CLB (e.g. 400 on the
Xilinx XC 4010, 6144 on the Virtex XCV1000) an perform any ombinational logi fun tion with K inputs,
e.g. K = 3; 4; 5 for Xilinx 3000, 4000, 5000 series respe tively, and 4 inputs on the XCV1000. An important
determinant for the s aling performan e of an FPGA is the number of I/O pins (e.g. 160 in the XC 4010,
512 on the XCV1000), as it is less easy to in rease the number of I/O pads than it is to in rease the number
of transistors. Though Handel-C's urrent simulator assumes a single lo k, two or more internal lo ks
o ur in some FPGAs. It is important to note that many real-world systems have di erent external lo ks,
internal lo k multipliers and so on. Therefore, Handel-C's urrent limitation to a single lo k would make
su h systems diÆ ult to design.
The output of hardware ompilation only establishes whether there are enough omponents on the devi e
to support the design. Xilinx supply a toolkit, whi h, after a number of transformations, performs a min- ut
algorithm to partition the netlist (te hnology mapping) into CLBs, for whi h Handel-C outputs guidan e
instru tions. Automati pla e-and-route (APR) of the CLBs on the FPGA is by means of a simulated
annealing algorithm, though again there are other algorithmi possibilities [15℄. Finally, the routed array is
onverted into a bitstream to program the devi e.

2.2 Approa hes to design for FPGAs
The early low-level approa h to behavioural modeling of FPGAS was either to draw a s hemati diagram
with a pa kage su h as OrCAD, Daisy or Mentor, or to output a set of Boolean expressions or state ma hines
via a language su h as PLDesigner, ABEL or PALASM. Unfortunately, low-level designs annot be easily
hanged or adapted whereas making hanges to high-level designs requires far less e ort, hen e the popularity
of algorithm simulation in software. Subsequently [16℄, four te hniques more suitable for a software-oriented
2 Spe

i ally, Handel-C is ompatible with the Xilinx LUT-based 3000 and 4000 series up to the 4000XV. There is also a

version of Handel-C ompatible with a Xilinx Virtex FPGA on the ADC-RC1000 board with a Pentium host.
3 Spe i ally, Handel-C is ompatible with Altera 6K, 8K, and 10K devi es. The re ent Altera 20K will also no doubt be
ompatible. Some Altera devi es are eprom-based, non-volatile but of lower gate apa ity.
4 AT&T's (Lu ent) ORCA series is another well-known LUT-based (SRAM) family of stand-alone FPGAs.
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approa h have been developed:
1. Data ow graphs as in Sehwa [17℄, MAHA [18℄, HAL [19℄, and the Pangrle system [4℄.
2. High-level languages, for example Pas al [20℄, Ada [21℄.
3. Enhan ed versions of existing languages su h as HandelC, HardwareC [22℄ or HardwarePal [23℄.
4. Hardware des ription languages su h as ISPS [24℄, CADDY/DSL [25℄, Verilog [26℄, or VHDL [27℄.
Data ow diagrams may well be suitable for hardware-independent, on eptual des riptions of a design,
and notably are now a feature of the Ptolemy open modeling environment [28℄. It is un lear whether
a data ow diagram is in a form suitable for dire t input to the synthesis stage. On the other hand, some
languages like HardwareC remain strongly linked to the synthesis stage providing verti al integration through
the design pro ess. The same an be said of Handel-C ex ept that unlike the independent set of synthesis
tools, Her ule and Hebe, provided by HardwareC for ir uit onstru tion, Handel-C relies on the Xilinx tools
for FPGA design.
Conventional pro edural languages may be an insuÆ ient solution for FPGAs through la k of any or all
of the following features:



parallelism (or on urren y emulating parallelism) whi h is the essential distinguishing feature of hardware. Parallelism may be at the statement level or at the fun tion or pro edure level;



timing referen es to onstrain the normal y le-a urate simulation pro ess;



strong typing as onversion between hardware obje ts is not physi ally possible; and



spe ial data stru tures su h as variable data-widths.

For example, HardwareC, whi h has similarities with Handel-C, assumes that all pro edures run in
parallel, with syn hronization and ommuni ation by message passing. Tags onstrain the sequen ing of
events in terms of lo k y les. Some existing languages have many of the desired features. For example,
Ada has on urren y with rendezvous syn hronization and ommuni ation; strong typing; some user-de ned
data-types; and some ability to add timing onstraints. However, Ada does not have as large a pool of
programmers as C.
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3 Hardware Compilation from VHDL and C/C++
3.1 VHDL language issues
VHDL is a language, strongly in uen ed by Ada and Modula-2, originally intended for hardware do umentation and modeling before ir uit synthesis omponents were added, whereupon due to growing popularity
it was standardized in 1987. When used at the requisite level of abstra tion VHDL is indeed similar in
stru ture to Ada, implying that, as with any software language, there should be no barrier to the ompetent
software engineer. However, it remains the ase that Ada is not C, and perhaps one should look to the
origins of Ada [29℄ to explain the di hotomy in popularity. VHDL was not primarily intended for hardware
ompilation but dates ba k to very early HDLs su h as PMS [30℄. One onsequen e of this history is that
VHDL en ourages the designer to onstru t a hierar hy of stru tures or entities, strongly organizing the
design. Though VHDL's hierar hi al stru ture may suggest obje t-orientation, VHDL la ks inheritan e, a
key determinant of the obje t model. In fa t, there is an IEEE working party onsidering two alternative
obje t-oriented extensions to VHDL, SUAVE and Obje tive VHDL [31℄.
Like Ada, VHDL separates interfa e (entity in VHDL) from implementation (ar hite ture in VHDL).
Given that this is the same lear division of fun tion as in Java interfa es and implementations, CORBA
IDL mapped to C++, C++ abstra t and on rete lasses, or SML signatures and stru tures, there is no
reason why the stru ture of VHDL should present a barrier to a software engineer.
A pro ess within an ar hite ture blo k is on urrent with exe ution stimulated or sensitive to hange in
a signal.5 In fa t, hardware is not just on urrent, i.e. there is a s heduled interleaving of threads of ontrol,
but parallel, whi h is the main on eptual leap from the stored-program model familiar from pro edural
languages. Java has been able to introdu e multithreading ( on urren y) within a C-like language. Again,
the look-and-feel of VHDL is more akin to Modula-2 and then e Pas al, a language that whatever its merits
has been taken up predominantly in a ademia (with an ex eption in Borland's Delphi).
5 There

is also, in VHDL, a statement-level form of on urren y alled ontinuous assignment, again rea tive to a hange in

ir uit state.
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3.2 VHDL implementation issues
VHDL does not ompletely su eed in abstra ting from hardware and indeed requires a knowledge of ir uitry.
VHDL talks of omponents, sensitivity to signals, and ports. There is also a timing model whi h spe i es the
time allo ated to statements when simulating ode. However, VHDL is a generalized approa h and therefore
also has features that are inappropriate to a parti ular hardware type. For example, the standard logi type
a epts nine di erent logi levels. VHDL also in ludes features su h as integer division for whi h it is not
normally possible to synthesize a ir uit, and oating-point numbers and multi-dimensional arrays whi h
would result in ineÆ ient implementations. Conversely, it an be argued that these features of VHDL are
present to allow high-level ar hite tures to be reated in abstra t terms, and to simplify the development of
testben hes.
Normally, more detailed des riptions in the register-transfer level (RTL) of VHDL are instantiated as
omponents at the stru tural level. One approa h to VHDL's over-ri h expressiveness is to write only in
stru tured VHDL whereby omponents from a pre-written library are sele ted from within the ode. In
parti ular, at RTL a restri ted set of VHDL onstru ts an be employed to suit a parti ular synthesizer
toolkit. Thus, in pra ti e, VHDL introdu es a multi-stepped programming environment.
Figure 1 illustrates the VHDL development pro ess. The rst step is to de ne a suitable ar hite ture
from the system spe i ation. This results in a set of fun tionally independent sub-systems, apable of being
oded and tested as separate units.
Code development onsists of writing two modules; the rst implements system fun tionality, while
the other de nes a test ben h with whi h to test the system fun tions. Test ben h ode exer ises system
inputs during simulation and thus de nes a baseline for validation of both behavioural (stru tural) and RTL
implementations.
While VHDL development follows the ode, ompile, exe ute y le ommon with software development,
the runtime environment is a hardware simulator instead of a host mi ropro essor. VHDL ode on e he ked
for syntax and type integrity is ompiled into a repository of hardware entities. Simulation onsists of
exe uting the top-level hardware entity (the test ben h) and saving the time ordered sequen e of events and
outputs generated by test ben h stimuli. Subsequent analysis and veri ation is fa ilitated by a variety of
waveform viewers and output apture tools. However, it is essential to he k orre t working by means of
runtime apture and veri ation routines oded into test ben h modules, as visual he king of waveform
6

displays is insuÆ ient.
On e simulation has veri ed the fun tional orre tness of VHDL sour e, the next phase is Logi Synthesis.
Histori ally, synthesis was the step during development on erned with translating the top-level design into
a s hemati diagram of gates and ip- ops. Software synthesis tools now automate this pro ess by ompiling
sour e ode into a netlist le of gates and gate inter onne tions. The nal stage involves passing the netlist
into a layout tool, whi h is responsible for mapping logi onto devi e resour es, as is dis ussed in Se tion 2.1.

3.3 C/C++
Some hardware designers have re ognized that high-level behavioural analysis may be better served by means
of the `C' or C++ programming languages than HDLs (hardware des ription languages) su h as VHDL and
Verilog. The design of the Neon 256-bit 3D Graphi s A elerator [32℄ employed C++ templates for bit-width
spe i ation, `C' mathemati al libraries, and a fast y le-a urate simulator written in `C'. A C-to-Verilog
translator enabled synthesis (the pro ess of he king the timing of ir uitry by mapping the design to the
intended te hnology) to take pla e. However, this presupposes that the designer is hardware-aware so that
features of `C' with no obvious ounterpart in hardware, su h as re ursion, are avoided.
At a more subtle level, syn hronous variable assignments require a delay of one lo k y le for a value
to be lat hed in. Therefore, to synthesis software, `C' statements su h as a = x + + imply a two- y le
assignment to x of x + 1 and then assignment to a, whereas expressions su h as a = x + 1 imply a single step
assignment without lat hing. The former is not permitted in Handel-C be ause it does not have the form
variable = expression.6 Note also that assignment of omplex expressions, though legal, have the e e t of

extending the lo k width, whi h is always the time to exe ute the most omplex expression in a program.
A prin ipal advantage of hardware ompilation is the exibility it o ers to run di erent operations in
parallel, but this ne essitates thread libraries and support for on urren y in the high-level algorithmi
spe i ation, and some way of extra ting syn hronous behaviour when subsequent y le-level simulation
takes pla e. To enable a software-oriented approa h, some features of `C' must therefore be removed, but
there is also a need to provide additional stru ture. However, modi ation of C/C++ results in la k of
portability, and means that existing auxiliary tools su h as debuggers be ome unavailable until there has
been time to onstru t repla ements. VHDL and Handel-C both rely on the programmer to expli itly
6 Handel

does not permit the ++ onstru t. Handel-C permits statements but not expressions of the form x + +.
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identify parallelism, whereas automati

ompiler identi ation is possible within software, parti ularly in

regular, data-parallel algorithms [33℄. A s heme is presented in [34℄ to extend the Handel-C ompiler by
means of the SUIF ompiler to extra t loop and pipelined parallelism. An intermediate approa h is to make
use of program annotations, or ompiler hints. For example, the GARP ompiler [35℄ embeds ompiler
pragmas into `C'.

4 Hardware ompilation from Handel
4.1 Handel and o am
While Handel has the `look-and-feel' of `C', Handel [36℄ owes its origin to the parallel programming language
o am. Put another way, Handel is a strongly-typed variant of `C' with additional parallel onstru ts. Unlike
o am [37℄, where syn hronization is solely at rendezvous points through hannels, Handel instru tions
exe ute in lo k-step syn hronization, as be ts hardware emulation. The idiosyn rati features of o am su h
as losed format and stri t pre eden e enfor ement have been removed, and sequential statements are the
default. Earlier a ademi versions of Handel onstru ted programs through a metaprogram written in SML
(Standard Meta Language) [38℄, a fun tional language, while Handel-C has been implemented to industry
strength [9℄.7
Handel gains from the o am maxim of `more in simpli ity'. Like o am and the transputer, Handel
a hieves some of its simpli ity by being targeted towards one devi e, in the way that other hardware ompilers
have a restri ted expli it [39℄ or impli it target. Handel follows a poli y of restri ting the options available to
mat h what is feasible on an FPGA. For example, Handel has integer and byte ( har) types but no oating
point or omplex types. There is also no integer divide operation. The width of integer types is assigned or
inferred but annot be left open. In ompatible types (be ause the data width does not mat h) are resolved
by a on atenation operator whi h an extend widths.
A summary of the relationship between o am and Handel-C is ontained in Table 1. Parallel statements
( ne-grained) or fun tions (medium-grained) are grouped by a par onstru t with syn hronization at an impli it barrier (represented by an AND logi gate). Handel also has a variant of alternation, whereby guards
7 We

used Handel and Handel-C for ompilation and simulation, and Handel for synthesis. We did not use the earliest version

of Handel, whi h is loser to o am than it is to `C'.
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[40℄ are a tivated by ommuni ation events (in luding, unlike o am, output ommuni ation8 ). Communiation and syn hronization is by hannels through rendezvous. A delay statement, somewhat equivalent
to the o am skip, auses a one y le delay to prevent a ess to a shared resour e or to break ombinational logi

y les. ROM and RAM types an also only be a essed sequentially. It must be added that the

Handel-C version of Handel has found it ne essary to allow hardware-spe i

tags to be added whi h add

timing hara teristi s to some obje ts, parti ularly when external to the FPGA.
Handel-C does not separate the de laration of an interfa e and the de nition of an asso iated implementation. If Handel-C ode ould be treated in this way, as a bla k-box with an external interfa e, then
a Handel implementation ould be treated as an obje t. The advantage would be that a Handel-C obje t
ould be treated as any other obje t within a software/hardware odesign framework. It will frequently be
the ase that a Handel-C FPGA implementation will form one part of a system (for an example see the MP3
port[42℄). It will be the role of odesign to arrange ompatible interfa es between the modules within the
design, ensuring that performan e goals are met. The details of the implementation will be less relevant for
the higher-level design. Finding a way to extend Handel-C in this dire tion is probably a signi ant area for
investigation.
Handel-C also provides a ma ro fa ility whi h allows omposite ir uit elements to be reused within the
program text. As is normal with ma ros, parameters are not typed as they would be if pro edures had
been used, but otherwise reuse is now possible.9 However, the software engineer should be aware that the
same physi al omponent annot be expe ted to run in parallel. There is also a nite limit to the available
FPGA hardware implied by repetition of ir uitry.10 It is however spe i ally be ause an FPGA an have
(say) multiple arithmeti logi units (ALUs) that dedi ated FPGA implementations at lower lo k-speeds
an out-perform onventional general-purpose mi ropro essors and DSPs.
Though ma ros have been introdu ed to support reuse, whi h is important to avoid tedious repetition
8 Output

guards were found to be to diÆ ult to implement in the transputer mi ro ode implementation of o am [41℄, though

appearing to be ne essary for reasons of onsisten y. This restri tion does not extend to a language implemented by logi gates
as a ready line an be sele ted and tested from either end of the hannel ir uitry. To avoid onne ting an input guarded
statement to an output guarded statement, Handel requires that a hannel an only appear on e in a set of guards, whi h is
not the ase in o am. Handel's guards are examined in priority order.
9 In the Handel version, ma ros were not parameterized.
10 However, the Virtex-E (1.8V) XCV32000 FPGA from Xilinx [43℄ is to have 4M system gates in omparison to (say) the
earlier Xilinx 3090 that has 9000 gates.
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of ode, Handel-C la ks the ability to group obje ts in a hierar hy. It also urrently la ks the equivalent
of VHDL's generate onstru t; hen e, it is ne essary to ut-and-paste ode when building up the swit h
layout of the example given in Se tion 5. VHDL's generate onstru t is similar to o am repli ators, whi h
allow a parallel pro ess to be de ned on e and then repeatedly instantiated, ea h pro ess indexed by a loop
ounter. Di eren es between VHDL and Handel-C have been summarized in Table 2.
Handel-C's resemblan e to 'C' enables semi-automati porting from `C'. Table 3 [9℄ identi es some of
the hanges required. Handel-C has additional o am-like onstru ts and statements spe i

to FPGAs,

while `C' has additional omplex data types. Large ( ir a 10,000 lines of ode) `C' appli ations su h as IP
telephony and MP3 have been ported to Handel-C.11

4.2 Handel and CSP
Though Handel resembles o am in a `C' wrapper, in fa t it is better des ribed as an implementation of
the spe i ation language Communi ating Sequential Pro esses (CSP)[44℄. A potential value of a pro ess
algebra is that simpli ations an be made by virtue of known algebrai laws. As su h, the Handel model is
more losely de ned than some ompetitors. However, CSP la ks referen e to a global lo k and in fa t there
has been some interest in translating CSP into delay-insensitive VLSI ir uits e.g. [45℄. Timed-CSP [46℄ is
ontinuous in time, implying that still some other variant of CSP is needed for modeling lo k syn hronous
pro esses. Another weakness of CSP is that the notation for modeling data state is rudimentary, whi h timed
ommuni ating obje t-Z (TCOZ) [47℄ may remedy. Both timed-C and the related TCOZ an be represented
in graphi al form, whi h would be the equivalent of data ow diagrams for Handel. Another possibility, whi h
illustrates the need to onsider representation above the language level, is to onvert dire tly from a pro ess
algebra [48℄ to a netlist. The pra ti al onsideration with all su h attempts is that pro ess algebras are not
well-known in the wider programming ommunity.

4.3 Handel development pro ess
The Handel hardware ompiler itself produ es a netlist so does not require (say) translation from C to
VHDL. The netlist represents pre-de ned ombinational ir uit elements onto whi h elements of the language
11 MP3

is the standard audio ode . It is reported [42℄ that the ore ode was ported on a line-by-line basis to Handel-C after

onversion from oating point form. Numerous LUTs were extra ted and pla ed in various ROMs and RAMs atta hed to the
FPGAs.
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are mapped [49℄. Were the output of the Handel ompiler to be translated to VHDL then the resulting
ir uit elements after synthesis would not be predi table, breaking the 1:1 mapping from spe i ation to
implementation.12 Be ause Handel is arefully stru tured, all elements of the language map dire tly onto
orresponding ir uit elements, unlike a elerating ompilers [35℄ whi h only map designated parts of a
program.
Figure 2 identi es the major parts of the development pro ess, and shows the ow of data between system
omponents. Development involves three distin t phases:(1) hardware ompilation,(2)logi synthesis, and
(3)host ompilation. During the rst phase, Handel sour e is ompiled into logi elements. The ompiler
output onsists of netlist symbols, and XACT editor ma ros. The se ond phase is the pla e-and-route stage
of logi synthesis; it is responsible for onverting netlist symbols into ASCII FPGA on guration data.
Communi ation with the FPGA is via an Appli ation Programming Interfa e (API) from the Pentium PC
host. The on guration bitstream is loaded into the FPGA from a le via the API. In the nal phase, the
host sour e ode is ompiled and linked. For a Pentium host, the pro ess is simpli ed as the sour e ode
on e ompiled is exe uted, not downloaded as a bootable le. For embedded work as herein, the host a ts as
an interfa e to the FPGA but equally the FPGA ould a t as a opro essor in software a eleration mode.
As a whole the organization of ommuni ation with the FPGA an be likened to Remote Pro edure Call
(RPC), in whi h the hannel interfa e ode on the host takes the pla e of a ommuni ation stub.
Simulation is enabled by default during hardware ompilation. The simulator reports the quantity of
logi generated, and redisplays the values of all program variables at the end of ea h lo k y le. Spe ial
hannel omponents temporarily repla e standard FPGA hannel logi in order to generate user prompts
and inputs. The simulation environment is not as extensive as VHDL, and in parti ular, Handel-C la ks the
equivalent of a testben h. While Handel-C remains targeted at Xilinx and Altera FPGAs support for other
devi es may not be needed. Automati translation from Handel-C to VHDL would make the simulation
fa ilities of VHDL available at a ost in design integrity.

5 ATM swit h prototyping
FPGAs an potentially provide high throughput for ATM swit hes. A large variety of multi-stage inter onne tion networks (MIN) for ATM swit hes exist [50℄. A non-blo king Benes swit h, whi h is formed from
12 This

presupposes that the ompiler's integrity is also he ked, as has taken pla e when the ompiler was ommissioned.
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two Baseline networks, Fig. 3, has been prototyped in VHDL and Handel-C. The Benes network is by no
means the only MIN one might want to prototype. For example, by means of a sort network, internal swit h
on i ts within a Banyan swit h an be resolved, provided output destinations are unique.
Hardware prototyping/simulation an model the potential throughput and laten y experien ed by data
ells passing through networks of swit hes under a variety of traÆ sour es, in luding long-tailed distributions. A elerated simulations or parallel simulations in software or both have generally been applied to
single swit hes with limited inputs. As ATM proto ols do not employ ow ontrol, ell loss is possible,
though this must be kept very low (typi ally 1 ell in 109 ) to mat h the low losses on opti al bres, and
to avoid retransmission of video frames, implying lengthy software simulations. The e e t of signaling to
redu e ongestion under ATM best-e ort poli ies is also of interest.
The FAST testbed [51℄ is a hardware simulator based on 13 Altera FPGAs per board. The FAST design
is intended for modeling other designs apart from multi-stage su h as rossbar. However, ATM swit h
prototypes for the FAST system are designed using VHDL, whi h restri ts the usage of su h a testbed, as
by de nition it should be user extensible. The Atlas 1 is an example ASIC 16  16 swit h [52℄ that an be
ombined in modular manner to form a larger swit h, of the type that ould be modeled or even repla ed
by an FPGA.
The topologies asso iated with ATM swit hes re ur in dense wave-length division multiplexing (WDM)
opti al swit hes. Internet proto ol (IP) routing has re ently turned to Multi-Proto ol Label Swit hing
(MPLS) to ir umvent slow software-based sear hes of routing tables, again implying ATM-like behaviour
at the data link level. Though some resear hers will be interested in repla ing ASICs with FPGAs in ATM
swit h designs, the dire tion of our resear h is to onstru t a exible simulator for a variety of ATM swit h
on gurations. To this end, Handel-C seems ideally suited as the design an be altered almost at will.

5.1 VHDL version
An outline VHDL version of a Banyan swit h has already been published [53℄. The 16  16 swit h implementation utilised an A tel A54SX08-3 (8,000 logi gates13 ) devi e and required a third of the resour es;
it operated at 250 MHz, giving a 4 Gbps throughput. A more detailed VHDL design of an ATM swit h
13 Logi

gates are distinguished from system gates as these are the gates that an be dire tly used for an appli ation. Unlike

ASICs, the gate ount for an FPGA is notional, depending on the eÆ ien y of the mapping for a parti ular appli ation to a
parti ular te hnology.
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emulator, whi h in ludes modeling of routing ontrol, an be found in [54℄.
Figure 3 shows the intended layout for the swit h, and it is perhaps lear how this might map onto an
FPGA. However, it is important to realize that this layout is in fa t a behavioural model, so that in the
ase of a more omplex behavioural design the mapping would not be at all obvious and indeed would not
be expe ted to orrespond dire tly to the behavioural model.
The following RTL ode (reprodu ed from [53℄) de nes a single swit hing element. A swit h element,
Fig. 4, has two settings, straight-through or ross-swit hed. The swit hing-element pro ess is sensitive to
the rising edge of the ir uit lo k signal. The value of the input SW determines whether inputs from A and
B are passed through or rossed over.
entity Element is
port(SW: in STD_LOGIC;
A: in STD_LOGIC;
B: in STD_LOGIC;
CLK:in STD_LOGIC;
Y0:out STD_LOGIC;
Y1:out STD_LOGIC);
end Element;

ar hite ture Behaviour of Element is begin
pro ess(CLK)
begin
if CLK'event and CLK='1' then
ase SW is
when '0' =>
Y0 <= A;
Y1 <= B;
when '1' =>
Y0 <= B;
Y1 <= A;
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when others =>
null;
end ase;
end if;
end pro ess;
end;

The swit h state is set up in the following RTL ode whi h onverts a 64-bit serial input from shiftin
to parallel form. The intention is that on e all the bits are established in a register then the output will
be lat hed into the 64 swit h elements. It is lear that the design of the shift register strongly depends on
knowledge of digital ir uitry rather than simply understanding a more abstra t software shift operation.
Thus, the & operator on atenates an input to an existing ve tor before the shift.
entity Shiftreg is
port(ShiftEnable: in STD_LOGIC;
Shiftin: in STD_LOGIC;
A lr

: in STD_LOGIC;

Clo k : in STD_LOGIC;
Q

: out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(63 downto 0));

end Shiftreg;

ar hite ture Behaviour of Shiftreg is
signal Qaux: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(63 downto 0);
begin
pro ess (Clo k, A lr)
begin
if (A lr=`0') then
Qaux <= CONV_STD_LOGIC(0, 64);
elsif(Clo k'event and Clo k=`1') then
if (ShiftEnable=`1') then
Qaux <= Qaux(62 downto 0)& Shiftin;
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end if;
end if;
end pro ess;
Q <= Qaux;
end;

The following stru tural level ode sets up one olumn of eight swit h elements by repeatedly generating
swit h elements. The elements of the stage then operate in parallel lo k-step.
entity Stage is
port(SW: in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
A : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
B : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
CLK: in STD_LOGIC;
Y0 : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
Y1 : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
end;

ar hite ture Behaviour of Stage is
omponent Element
port(SW: in STD_LOGIC;
A : in STD_LOGIC;
B : in STD_LOGIC;
CLK: in STD_LOGIC;
Y0 : out STD_LOGIC;
Y1 : out STD_LOGIC;
end omponent;
begin
G1: for i in 0 to 7 generate
C1: Element port map (SW(i), A(i), B(i), CLK, Y0(i), Y1(i);
end generate G1;
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end;

5.2 Handel-C version
Our Handel-C implementation of the same ATM swit h provides an input bu er stage, seven 16-port swit hing stages, and an output bu er stage, whi h is the equivalent of the VHDL version. Fig. 5 shows a simpli ed
version (to avoid over- ompli ating the diagram) with just ve of the stages and eight inputs. New data
samples were fed to the swit hing fabri at the beginning of ea h lo k y le. As in the VHDL version the
swit hing on guration is a bitstream, whi h is intended to be lat hed into ea h swit hing element. The
initial implementation required two lo k y les to pro ess ea h data sample at a swit hing element be ause
swit hing elements worked by pro essing input on the rst y le and writing output on the se ond y le.
Input pro essing is suspended through the blo king semanti s of Handel-C hannels.
In a se ond design, the input and output ports were modeled as separate pro esses with shared a ess to
data bu ers, updating their bu ers and output ports on ea h y le. Although parallel a ess to shared data
violates normal on urren y rules, in pra ti e the syn hronous dis rete-time behaviour of the underlying
hardware ensures that swit h element I/O operations are sequential over the duration of a single lo k y le.
Under the syn hronous model, input data is pro essed via ombinational logi from the beginning of a lo k
y le and is written to registers (swit h element data bu ers in the ATM swit h) at the beginning of the next
lo k y le. This design for the full version, when implemented on a Xilinx XC3195A FPGA, took up 1103
gates, orresponding to 15% of the apa ity. The design ran at 37 MHz (implemented by a programmable
phase-lo ked loop).
Handel-C ode for a swit h element with two input hannels, a and b, and two output hannels, y0 and y1
is shown below. The variable swit hed represents the swit h element on guration. As the ode represents a
ma ro of type pro edure, the `parameters' are untyped. The gure `1' before the bu er de larations indi ates
the data width of 1 bit. show instru ts the simulator not to in lude this obje t in its output (to avoid display
lutter). It is left to the reader to assess whether (say) the presen e of par statements and the ?, ! symbols
are a signi ant impediment to the C programmer:
ma ro pro sw_element(a, b, y0, y1, swit hed)
{
unsigned 1 buf_a, buf_b with {show = 0};
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par{
while(TRUE){
par{a ? buf_a; b ? buf_b; }
}
while(TRUE){
if(swit hed == 0){
par{ y0 ! buf_a; y1 ! buf_b;}
}
else{
par{ y1 ! buf_a; y0 ! buf_b;}
}
}
}
}

While in VHDL a single y le transfer might reasonably be expe ted to take pla e, in Handel-C transfer is
implemented and governed by the semanti s of hannels as illustrated in Fig. 6. Before transfer takes pla e
a ross the datapath, both pro esses must be ready, whi h is signaled through handshaking in the previous
y le, resulting in a register enable. start and finish signals are required to ensure the sili on program's
orre t start and termination. If sequentiality had been introdu ed into the swit h element design, as in the
following ode, then though the laten y (7 y les) would remain the same, throughput would be halved (for
equivalent lo k speed) as there is a two- y le delay at the onset while hannels are made ready.
void p5_se00() {
while(true){
par{
a0 ? a0; b0 ? b0;
if(sw .1 == 0){
par{ a1 ! a0 ; b1 ! b0;}
}
else{
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par{ b1 ! a0 ; a1 ! b0;}
}
}
}
}

By way of omparison with the VHDL design, the Handel-C swit h was built up on a stage-by-stage
basis, and it is easy to see how this is onvenient given the VHDL generate statement. However, it is also
possible to introdu e a di erent modularity in Handel-C, Fig. 7, whi h might be signi ant when building
up omponent swit h libraries. Making onne tions dire tly in the sour e ode for a repetitive design is error
prone, so that even for this small swit h it was worthwhile to write a s ript in Visual Basi to automate
generation of the sour e ode, when reating the stage-by-stage version.
Code for an ATM stage simply onsists of a number of swit hing elements within a par statement.
Code for a swit h onsists of parallel ` alls' (in fa t ode substitution through ma ros) to a set of suitably
parameterized stages. Finally, a `testbed' an be oded, the equivalent of the VHDL shift-register but with
no referen e to digital te hniques (with all swit hes set to straight through for veri ation purposes in this
simpli ed version):
ma ro pro tb_out(traf_out) {
while(1){
par{traf_out ! 0x01; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x02; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x04; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x08; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x10; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x20; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x40; sw = 0x0000;}
par{traf_out ! 0x80; sw = 0x0000;}
}
}
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5.3 Comparison of implementations
The VHDL implementation was on a member of A tel's re ent SX FPGA family [55℄, while the Handel
implementation was on a member of the established Xilinx 3000 series FPGA. In Table 4, the results are
extrapolated to a more re ent Xilinx FPGA, and a larger A tel devi e, both lower-power devi es. Extrapolation is by referen e to detailed manufa turer's data sheets. As there are many other points of omparison
than ontained in Table 4 referen e should always be made to devi e data sheets. A tel's FPGAs are
programme-on e, anti-fuse devi es, whi h annot be reverse-engineered. A tel's logi blo ks are smaller than
Xilinx CLBs whi h may in rease network laten y on the A tel devi es [56℄. What is lear from Table 4 is
that internal lo k speeds on A tel devi es are faster, whereas the number of logi gates on Xilinx devi es
is larger. The number of paired I/O lines indi ates the size of swit h that an be a ommodated, about
256  256 on either of the two larger members of the two FPGA types.
An interesting feature of the omparison is that Handel appears to have used fewer gates than the raw
VHDL design. As signaling fun tionality along with routing table size also needs to be gauged in any
design, the number of gates available after the basi swit h is implemented needs to be onsidered. Xilinx
have designated, though not at the time of writing made available, two of the Virtex-E (1.8 V) lowerpower FPGA family for network swit hing based on extended RAM provision. Noti e that when running
the existing Virtex XCV1000 (2.5V, 0.25 mi ron feature distan e), when fully-loaded at about 100 MHz,
independent tests re ord 25 W of power onsumption; not low-power and unsuitable for mobile devi es.14
Clo k speed obviously a e ts an ATM ell's (53 o tets) swit h traversal laten y. Therefore, it would
appear, from Table 4, that it is the lo k e e t on throughput that is more important.
Table 4 represents the fully-parallel version of the ode and it might be thought that this would be
optimal. However, in experiments with a redu ed-size swit h, it was found that a design with the two-step
swit hing elements (Se tion 5.2) allowed a faster lo k speed (86 MHz) than a fully-parallel design (46 MHz).
The gate ount was also redu ed from 435 gates (parallel) to 360 gates (`sequential'), whi h is not surprising
as a par barrier results in extra logi . This suggests that a te hnology mapping an result in longer routes,
and, therefore, longer settling down time. Unfortunately, this information is not available from the present
Handel-C tools as there is no simulation level below the y le level, whi h raises a question mark over usage
14 A

Pentium II has 7.5 M transistors, while the Virtex ranges from 25 M to 50 M transistors, all adding to the power

onsumption.
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on programme-on e devi es. As it happened for this design, the redu tion in lo k-speed is almost exa tly
balan ed by the de rease in throughput aused by the two-step design, though there is still a disparity in
gate usage. In general, this type of tradeo

auses problems when de oupling behavioural analysis through

software from te hnology mapping.
An unstated point of omparison is the time taken to implement a design as this depends on the skill-level
and experien e of those performing the design. On e the Handel-C development pro ess was understood, the
raw ATM swit h design ould be oded and tested in less than a day. The MP3 port to Handel-C (Se tion 4)
is reported to have taken four man-months to produ e working sili on, but presumably by skilled personnel.
It is not diÆ ult to onvert from existing C ode, whereas onverting to VHDL is time- onsuming without
translation software. As we move to larger designs, a saving in oding time is anti ipated as VHDL is wellknown to be a verbose language, stemming from its origins as a do umentation language. For example in
[57℄, the high-level design of a able modem hip took 5,348 lines of ode (lo ) while 21,798 lo were used in
a C++ version. It ould be argued from the two ode examples, that neither VHDL nor Handel-C are terse
enough if prototyping is the goal.
The omplexity of the design ould signi antly impa t Handel-C ompile time on the older C-version of
the ompiler. A six-stage 16-input design with onne tions straight through took 19 minutes to ompile on
a 233 MHz Pentium II, whereas a full seven-stage equivalent design took 30 minutes. When the onne tions
were transferred to make the Benes swit h pattern, the ompile time in reased to 3 hours 14 minutes.
However, the newer version, 2.1, of the ompiler, whi h we only used for ompilation and simulation on a
trial basis, has redu ed these ompile times to 2 s. Synthesis time redu ed from 41 minutes to 31 minutes.
Improvements to the Handel ompiler, therefore, appear to have addressed ompile time on erns whi h we
originally experien ed, but the time required to pla e-and-route a omplex design would still restri t the
intera tivity of the high-level design pro ess.

5.4 Dis ussion
Handel-C is best-suited to rapid prototyping and proof of on ept engineering rather than high-performan e,
optimal solutions. However the de nition of what an optimal solution is may shift just as it has done
for general-purpose programming where sub-optimal hardware usage is a epted to a hieve eÆ ien y in
software development. Handel-C allows hardware to be implemented without a digital ba kground, although
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awareness of the underlying syn hronous nite ma hine model and digital design trade-o s is bene ial.
The par statement provides a exible and ode-eÆ ient me hanism for spe ifying parallelism of arbitrary
granularity. In fa t, a Handel-C program might equally translate to a software-only design [58℄, whereas
that is not so likely for VHDL. By being able to target ode to software and hardware implementations, a
true odesign is possible.
Spe i ation at behavioural-level minimizes the amount of ode ompared to HDLs su h as VHDL and
insulates the software engineer from low-level hardware detail. The trade-o is that the Handel-C ompiler
ontrols implementation detail so there is no opportunity to perform the gate-level optimization that is
available to VHDL-trained engineers. Consequently, gate ounts may be higher than a VHDL solution
(though not ne essarily as the example demonstrates), and the inability to di tate logi to the FPGA
te hnology mapping an result in lower lo k speeds.
Handel-C is a produ t whi h has only just made the transition from a resear h phase to ommer ial
exploitation. There has probably simply not been time to develop extensive support for modularity and
debugging fa ilities, as is present in HDL toolkits. As larger-s ale proje ts are ta kled these two issues
will be ome signi ant. Basi fun tion and pro edure me hanisms are adequate when FPGA apa ity is
limited to less than 10 kgates but will be ome una eptable as designs with 1 Mgates o ur. Equally, long
pla e-and-route times will make debugging aids imperative as programs be ome larger. In short, though
hardware ompilation has ome a long way, s alability has now be ome an issue whi h was not present when
the journey was ommen ed.

6 Con lusion
A onvergen e of opinion now favours high-level languages as a means of reating high-level, behavioural
models for hardware. System-on-a- hip designers prefer C/C++ be ause partitioning between hardware and
software an remain un ommitted for a longer time. Software a eleration of general-purpose programs by
ompiler is now feasible as RISC pro essors share a hip with re on gurable hardware. The verti al integrity
of a design is preserved by relating the initial design outline to the ode outline and hen e to ir uit synthesis.
This paper has examined the urrent feasibility of a hieving a transparent design pro ess all the way from
high-level language software spe i ation to sili on implementation using Handel-C, and ompared it with
an alternative hardware-oriented approa h based upon VHDL. Language modi ations, as exempli ed in
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Handel-C, enable guidan e to digital design novitiates to be built in or in the long run to be abstra ted
away. Therefore, it may be ome feasible to solve the skills gap by means of software-oriented hardware
programming. Two weaknesses of Handel-C as it stands are its urrent limitation to a single lo k, and its
weak support for modularity. Abstra ting from its origin as a language targeted only at FPGAs, Handel-C
would now appear to be too rigid in its treatment of lo ks whereas VHDL may be onsidered to be too
general.
While mu h work has been done on the FPGA development pro esses little attention appears to have
been given to the question as to how related hardware and software implementations might be best integrated
within existing software omponent models. In reasingly, software development uses obje ts as the basis for
integrating diverse omponents within appli ations. Not only does this in rease the opportunity for reuse,
but it also insulates programmers from implementation detail. The need to abstra t away the detail of how
families of pro essing algorithms are implemented would seem to be bene ial, sin e appli ation ode would
be independent of a hardware/software partitioning or spe i

algorithmi implementations. This would

fa ilitate the integration of hardware/software libraries (based on di erent appli ation performan e pro les)
into appli ation ode. VHDL is already obje t-oriented, with readily reusable entities and ar hite tures.
However, VHDL la ks inheritan e, therefore, one dire tion to go would be to strengthen VHDL's obje toriented o ering with inheritan e, perhaps also in orporating dynami

omponent stru ture onto the passive

stru ture already available in the obje t model. Handel-C will also need to be reinfor ed to provide higherlevels of en apsulation.
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Table 1: Comparison of o am and Handel-C
Language Feature o am 2
Handel-C v. 2.1
format
indented
open
variables
various
arbitrary-width integers
onstants
supported
supported
type he king
rigid
stri t
s ope
nested
within basi blo ks
hannels
rendez-vous syn .
as in o am
hannel proto ols simple, variant, `anar hi '
data widths
sequential se tion expli it sequen es
urrently impli it
barrier parallelism expli it
expli it
alternation
non-deterministi hoi e
prioritized hoi e
do nothing
SKIP pro ess
delay statement
halt
STOP pro ess
dropped from Handel
subroutines
pro edures & fun tions
ma ros
onditional hoi e guarded, halts if no
`C'-like
guard is ready
repli ation
supported for all pro ess types not supported
iteration,sele tion `C'-like
`C'-like
abbreviation
supported
`C' pre-pro essor
timers
supported
lo k-step syn .
operators
in ludes range of
in ludes bit
modulo operators
sele tion & on atenation
Table 2: Di eren es between Handel-C and VHDL
Language Feature
Handel-C v. 2.1
VHDL
Inter-pro ess ommuni ation Pro esses linked by hannels.
Entities linked via signals
Operators `!' and `?'
(wires) over entity ports.
performs input/output.
Continuous assignment
operator `<=' performs i/o.
Data types
Integer/ har only.
Integer, oat,bit,bit-ve tor,
boolean,string,time,
user-de ned types &
operator overloading.
Modularity
Single fun tion sour e ode
Libraries, pa kages,
and parameterized ma ros.
entities/ar hite tures
pro edures, & fun tions.
Interfa es
Not supported
Entities/ar hite tures.
Repli ation
generate onstru t
Not urrently supported
Timing model
Assignment & ready-to-run
All onstru ts exe ute
hannel omms. take 1 y le.
in zero time, but after keyword
All other onstru ts take zero time.
allows delays &
delay statement introdu es
propagation to be
1 lo k y le delay.
modeled.
Parallelism
Default: statements exe ute sequentially pro ess blo k and
Hardware parallelism by par
ontinuous
statement blo ks.
assignment.
Alternation
Priority hoi e
not present
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Table 3: Reserved Word Comparison Between `C' and Handel-C
Types, Type Operators, Obje ts
In Both
In `C' Only In Handel-C
int
double
han
unsigned
oat
ram
har
enum
rom
long
register
hanin
short
stati
hanout
extern
unde ned
stru t
interfa e
volatile
void
onst
union
Statements
In Both
In `C' Only In Handel-C
f;g
ontinue
par
swit h
return
delay
do : : : while goto
?
while
typedef
!
if : : : else
prialt
for(;;)
break

Devi e:
Logi Gates (k)
Usage (%)
Clo k (MHz)
Max. Internal Clo k
Thruput (Gbps)
Per- ell Laten y (s)
I/O Pairs

Table 4: Implementation Comparison
A tel A54SX08 A tel A54SX72 Xilinx XC3195A
2.6
2.6
1
33
3
15
250
250
37
320
320
85
4
4
1.2
12
12
80
125
340
176
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Xilinx XCV3200E
1
1
130
130
2.1
23
344
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Development

Simulation

Layout

Figure 1: VHDL development pro ess.
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Figure 2: Handel-C development pro ess.
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Figure 3: Horizontally-extended Baseline swit h fabri topology.
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Figure 5: Handel-C version (simpli ed) of the ATM swit h design.
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